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Agilvax develops cancer immunotherapies and targeted vaccines for infectious diseases utilizing
its proprietary virus-like-particle (VLP) platform technology. Agilvax actively pursues and
welcomes collaborations and partnerships with industry, academia, and government institutions.
www.agilvax.com

BioSafe Technologies

BioSafe Technologies is a start-up consumer product focused company developing an extensive
portfolio of new polymers and oligomers with anti-bacterial, anti-fungal, anti-viral and anti-biofilm
characteristics.

Cylenta Pharmaceuticals is developing a drug therapy to slow the progression of Multiple Sclerosis
(MS), based on technology from UNM. The drug is an acute anti-inflammatory treatment that has been
successfully tested in animals and is moving towards clinical trials.

Enthentica is developing a new hardware and software security systems to protect hardware from
hackers. Enthentica’s Strong PUF, is a hardware embedded cyber physical security solution for smart
mobile or embedded devices. www.enthentica.com

Eta Diagnostics, Inc. (ETAD) is a New Mexico start-up devoted to the development and commercialization
of high throughput “massively parallel” flow cytometry. The throughput of ETAD’s massively parallel
flow cytometry technology is 100X that of current serial flow cytometers. www.etadiagnostics.com

Etkie celebrates the rich landscape and cultural heritage of the southwestern United States. Our
collections are produced by Native American women in New Mexico. Their mission to make the
production process as beautiful as the products created by ensuring that all of the products are crafted
or finished by talented individuals in underemployed communities. www.etkie.com

EquiSeq is the first company to blend scientific discovery with horse breeding. Their main focus is to
help one purchase a horse with confidence, test and understand the genetic make-up of the horse,
and aid in breeding better horses. www.equiseq.com

Exovita Biosciences, Inc. is a New Mexico-based biotech start-up company that is developing potentially
transformative, exosome-based cancer therapeutics that harness the body’s natural defenses to fight
cancer. www.exovitabiotech.com
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InnoBright’s “Altus” denoiser software saves millions of dollars in rendering costs for animation studios,
commercial visual effects studios, gaming companies, CAD/CAM, scientific visualization and architectural/
engineering firms. This patent protected filtering algorithm plugs into existing Monte Carlo rendering
systems, allowing customers to render less and produce high quality output. www.innobright.com

LoboLoxe has a method and is working on a device to allow users to temporarily color hair or imprint
a design on their hair. The process uses heat and the diffraction of light so that when viewed from a
certain angle the color or design appears.

New Mexico MEP is a statewide assistance center dedicated to increasing the competitiveness of
the state’s small and mid sized businesses. As a public/private partnership, New Mexico MEP brings
together government, not-for-profit and industry resources to offer the comprehensive programs and
services needed. www.newmexicomep.org
OptiPulse has invented a technology that is changing communications by introducing a paradigm
shift in information bandwidth. OptiPulse’s 5G wireless infrastructure will enable 5G much sooner than
thought by linking hubs with a “photonic bridge” using OptiPulse’s multidimensional multiplexing
wireless links at over 100 Gbps by interlaced invisible beams. www.optipulse.com
SolaranRx is an emerging growth company developing a new class of therapies and companion
imaging agents to treat metastatic melanoma. SolaranRx precisely targets deadly melanoma
tumors with a radiolabeled peptide, offering unique therapeutic potential with minimal side effects.
www.solaranrx.com
SportXast is an app that crowdsources sports highlights, making it easy to keep the most ardent fans
up-to-date with real-time game highlights. Fans create and join an event to capture and share game
highlights. The product’s magic button captures the previous 8 seconds of action when tapped, making
it routine to catch the goals, touchdowns and home runs. www.sportxast.com
Trusted & Secure Systems (TruSecSys) provides an iron-clad, hardware-based, security and trust foundation
for modern electronic systems. The company’s hardware-oriented security and trust (HOST) foundation
is based on security and trust primitives (STPs) which provide each component of the microelectronic
system with a unique DNA-like identity that is very low cost and unclonable. www.trusecsys.com

Wedge Communications’ mission is to bring to market web-based and mobile technology that help
individuals enhance wellness and prevent chronic disease by improving their lifestyle behaviors.
www.wedgecommunication.com

Zocere, Inc. is a New Mexico-based biotech company that is developing novel therapeutics for
neurological diseases, including stroke and offering services to other entities developing stroke related
diagnostics and treatments. www.zocere.com

